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INVASION OF ITALY

By Matthew H. Halton. Representing the Combined

Canadian Press

With Eighth Army, Italy

September 6th, 1943

The Eighth Army and its Canadians are pressing forward slowly though

unopposed along two narrow roads through country which is of entrancing beauty but

is also a military headache. We have hardly any contact With the enemy. The

campaign so far consists solely of engineering and supply - of repairing enemy

demolitions and of getting supplies up from the beaches opposite Messina, We catch

no glimpses of the retreating Germans. They are always from ten to fifteen hours

away. What they are doing and what they intend to do is anybody’s guess,
but we

know they have changed their plans. It is clear the German High Command had decided

to fight for Calabria at least to make us suffer on the beaches; But, at the very

last moment, they altered their plans. We don't know why. We do know the German

situation must be serious when they lost such opportunities Two or three German

battalions, or less, could have inflicted heavy casualties on us in .the smoke-

hidden dawn of September 3? when we invaded Italy two or three battalions, or less,

along these narrow roads could make our progress a bloody sweat. But all we have

to do is to repair bridges.

The Italians are even warmer in their welcome to the invaders than were the

Sicilians. One would think we were liberating old friends rather than conquering

enemies. And their astonishment at the fact that we do not loot or bully or strut

is something to see. We go into houses looking for a roof when it rains.

Inhabitants cringe away in and say "all right, all right we shall go at once", When

we ask them whether they have a single room or two to spare or even a hallway they

do not understand. They are accustomed, to German Allies not British enemies.

Though there is no fighting the Canadians are as uncomfortable today as they

have ever been. Rain made us very unhappy last night. For weeks in Sicily we have

had blue skies and biasing heat and they told us the rains did not come until the end

of September. So last night we bedded down as usual under the olive' and chestnut •
trees on the mountain sides between Reggie and the front beyond. Bedding down is very

easy, We simply find a flat bit of ground and lie on it with one blanket. But about

midnight last night the rains came. It was torrential, amost equatorial, rain and

there was nothing we could do. In a few minutes crack Canadians were like so many

half drowning rats and the cold became desperate. Some few had trucks for shelter;

some few had houses. The rest of us had nothing. Today we are trying to dry out -

and looking blissfully across the Straits of Messina below us for ships that may be

bringing our bed rolls and heavier clothes, "For three years I dreamed of rain", said

a British liaison officer with us who served with the Eighth Amy for three years.

"NowI dream of the sunshine at Alamein".

Our Calabrian field of battle - or what battle there is - is of marvellous

beauty. Here we are at over three thousand feed and canyons thousands of feet deep
fall away below us. The steep mountain sides are covered thick with groves of elm,

chestnut and olive. The Straits of Messina far below us look like a beautiful

mountain lake. The high plateaux are covered with orchards of pear, peach, apricot
and figs. But we can’t catch the enemy and eager Canadians look at each other and

say "what kind of war is this?".
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